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April 8, 2006
Ni:Ls Diaz, chairman
U.'S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555 - 0001

Dear Chairman Diaz,

Isn't the NRC unwittingly bankrolling terrorism ?

Acting on behalf of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission, the National Academies of Science have estimated the
hazard of nuclear radiation employing their linear-no-threshold
(-rio-recovery) theory of radiation damage. This theory is a
direct derivative of the feudal, Shinto religious belief in seeds
of death. The theory violates the common observation that living
things recover from less-than-deadly injuries, including radiation.
The theory is developed by picking one datum point (500 Rem) from
the available data. 500 Rem was the minimum to cause sudden death
in August 1945. The theory goes on to propose that dazmagedat less
than 500 Rem is permanent and proportional to death at 500 Rem.
Based upon this theory of permanency and proportionality, the NRC
ddcided to distribute the damage to nuclear workers over 100 years.
They divided 500 Rem by 100 years to obtain a heat rate and
regulatory limit of exposure of 5 Rem per year.

This is not an acceptable method of estimating the
hazard of radiation nor the correct method of calculating a
heat rate. The feudal belief over-estimates the probability *of
sudden death from radiation by about a million-million times..

The correct method of calculating heat rates is used
in the enclosure entitled "Toward Reasonable Standards of Radiation
Protection". Such standards should eliminate artificial fears of
nuclear radiation, allow a renewal of the Atoms for Peace

philosophy, restart the construction of nuclear power plants,
stop the-flow of excess profits to Arabic barbarians, and ultimately
end the destruction of.-war.

Sincerely,

Walston Chubb, consultant
nuclear materials & radiochemistry
4953 Cline Hollow Road, Suite 244
Murrysville, PA 15668 - 1591

724-327-8592

encl. radiation protection standards-
- mortality. data;
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Toward Reasonable Standards of Radiation Protection

Congress has assumed the power to protect the health and
welfare of the public. Congress has assumed that nuclear radiations
(high energy photons) are a hazard to health. It has assigned the
task of evaluating the hazard and protecting the public to the
Environmental Protection Agency, protecting-industrial workers to
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission. Both have bumbled the task.
They have taken their technical guidance from a fearsome, feudal
religious belief in seedsfof death, also known as the linear-no--
-threshold (-no-recovery; theory of radiation damage (See BEIR--VII,
June 2005). This theory contradicts the natural process which allows
recovery from less-than-deadly injuries; and it ignores:-all data
showing essentially complete recoveries from exposures to nuclear
radiations. Thaeresent war is one-consequence of their-bumbling.
These agencies must now re-evaluate the hazards of nuclear radiations
and devise proper standards of radiation protection. The following
discussion may be of some assistance.

Sudden death was produced by more than 500 Rem of nuclear
radiant heat at Hiroshima and Nagasaki in August 1945. A threshold
between probable death and probable recovery was observed at about
550 Rem of radiant heat at Chernobyl in April 1986. See enclosed
data sheet. The radiant energy was applied in 1945 by an explosion
lasting less than 0.003 second; so thatthe heat rate was more than
170,01)0 Rem per second (1700 watts). Such heat rates are available
only Erom atomic bombs and accidental criticalities. Obviously,
strict design and procedural precautions are required to prevent
criticalities in the industrial handling of fissionable isotopes.

It seems likely that the highest radiant heat rates
observed at Chernobyl existed directly above the uncovered core.
Pilots and workers dumping poisons on the reactor to shut it down
would have been exposed to these heat rates. Apparently, workers
in helicopters hovering over the reactor were exposed to heat
rates of about 1 Rem per second for-10 or more minutes. Obviously,
the heat rates should have been measured by suitable instruments,
and irndividual-exposur-eslimited. Exposures of this type produce
injury by wasting or cooking of organic molecules. The symptoms
appear visually as the internal reddening of sunburn. The wasting
of : stored energy in flesh produces the symptoms of fatigue and
nausea, called radiation sickness. Workers hospitalized with radiation
sickness in 1986 either died or recovered at rates of about 100 Rem
per week. It is reasonable to suppose that persons exposed to 10 Rem
of radiant heat per week will notice no fatigue or nausea and will
remain alert and able to do their work. Since there is no reason to
expect permanent injuries from high energy photons, there is no
reason why the public should be better protected than nuclear workers.

Walston Chubb



Mortality Data for Exposures to Nuclear Radiation *

Exposure
Rem**

Length of Year of Number of
Exposure Exposure Persons

Exposed

Condition of Persons
Exposed a few Months
Later _

c. 25

5 or less

yearly

yearly

this

this

6 billion

Tens of
thousands

35,000

alive

al ive

alive10 or less 0.003 sec. 1945

approx. 100 0.003 sec. 1945 7,100

200 or less 4 days 1986

approx. 300 0.003 sec. 1945

140

3000

54
1

alive

ali ve"'**

alive

aliveh'¢f;
dead

200 to 400 4 days 1986

app.rox. 500 0.003 sec. 1945 About 20 dead

400 to 600 4 days 1986 14
7

alive-h-**
dead

alivei***
dead

600 or more 4 days 1986 1
20

1500 or less 10 years 1986
- 1996

1 or more alive

* References 1 and 2

**.* Divide- Rem by 100 to get Sv; 500 Rem equals 1.2 calories

***f Recovered from radiation sicimess I
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